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Abstract

A fast multipole boundary element method (BEM) is presented in this paper for large-scale analysis of two-dimensional (2-D) Stokes

flow problems based on a dual boundary integral equation (BIE) formulation. In this dual BIE formulation, a linear combination of the

conventional BIE for velocity and the hypersingular BIE for traction is employed to achieve better conditioning for the BEM systems of

equations. In both the velocity and traction BIEs, the direct formulations are used, that is, the boundary variables involved are the

velocity and traction directly. The fast multipole formulations for both the velocity BIE and traction BIE for 2-D Stokes flow problems

are presented in this paper based on the complex variable representations of the fundamental solutions. Several numerical examples are

presented to study the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed approach. The numerical results clearly demonstrate the potentials of the

developed fast multipole BEM for solving large-scale 2-D Stokes flow problems.

r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Stokes flow problems, which are closely related to
elastostatic problems, have been formulated with boundary
integral equations (BIEs) and solved by the boundary
element method (BEM) for decades using either direct or
indirect BIE formulations (see, e.g., Refs. [1,2]). However,
the conventional BEM used to solve Stokes flow problems
suffer the same drawbacks as in the elasticity case, that is, it
requires O(N3) operations to solve the BEM systems of
equations using direct solvers or O(N2) operations using
iterative solvers, with N being the number of equations. In
the mid of 1980s, Rokhlin and Greengard [3–5] pioneered
the innovative fast multipole method (FMM) that can be
used to accelerate the solutions of BEM equations,
promising to reduce both the CPU time and memory
requirement in the fast multipole accelerated BEM to
O(N). Some of the research on fast multipole BEM for
elasticity problems can be found in Refs. [6–18], which
e front matter r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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show great promises of the BEM for solving large-scale
problems. A comprehensive review of the fast multipole
BIE/BEM can be found in Ref. [19] and a tutorial in
Ref. [20].
For Stokes flow problems using the fast multipole BEM,

there have been several approaches reported in the
literature. Greengard et al. [7] developed a fast multipole
formulation for directly solving the biharmonic equations
in two-dimensional (2-D) elasticity with the Stokes flow as
a special case. They applied Sherman’s complex variable
formulation to solve the biharmonic equation and pre-
sented several interesting large-scale problems. Gómez and
Power [21] studied 2-D cavity flow governed by Stokes
equations using both direct and indirect BIEs and the fast
multipole method. They used Taylor series expansions of
the kernels in real variables directly and concluded that the
indirect BIE formulation with double layer potential offers
better conditioning of the systems of equations and thus
faster convergence with the fast multipole method.
Mammoli and Ingber [22] applied the fast multipole
BEM to study Stokes flow around cylinders in a bounded
2-D domain. They also employed direct and indirect BIEs
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Fig. 1. Domain V and boundary S.
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with the kernels expanded using Taylor series of the real
variables. Large-scale 2-D Stokes flow models were studied
as well as the dynamic simulations of systems with large
numbers of particles. In the context of modeling micro-
electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), Ding and Ye [23]
developed a fast BEM using the precorrected-FFT
accelerated technique for computing drag forces using
3-D MEMS models with slip boundary conditions. Frangi
et al. [24–27] have conducted extensive research using the
direct BIE formulations and the fast multipole BEM for
evaluating damping forces of 3-D MEMS structures in
infinite fluid domains. When structures are assumed to be
rigid and with no slip boundary conditions, the velocity
BIE is reduced to an integral equation of the first kind,
which is not well conditioned. To facilitate faster conver-
gence of the fast multipole BEM, Frangi et al. introduced
the traction BIE, which is an integral equation of the
second kind, and when coupled with the velocity BIE, can
provide better conditioning for the BEM systems of
equations. They have applied this mixed-velocity-traction
BIE technique in modeling large-scale 3-D MEMS pro-
blems with the fast multipole BEM to accurately evaluate
the damping forces under both no slip and slip boundary
conditions [24–27].

The BIE formulations for Stokes flow problems suffer
from several ‘‘defects’’, such as the eigenfunctions existing
in the BIEs that can cause nonunique solutions of these
BIEs [1,2]. Improved or complete indirect BIE formula-
tions have been proposed to overcome these difficulties as
well as to provide better conditioning for the systems of
equations (see, e.g., Refs. [21,22]). However, in indirect BIE
formulations, the boundary variables are not the physical
quantities needed and additional evaluations are required
to obtain the demanded physical quantities like velocities
and tractions on the boundary. Developing direct BIE
formulations that are free from the ‘‘defects’’ associated
with the BIE formulations for Stokes flow problems will be
most advantageous. Using a coupled velocity BIE and
traction BIE approach may be a promising alternative, as
have been demonstrated by the work of Frangi et al.
[24–27] for 3-D exterior Stokes flow problems. However,
this dual BIE approach has not been tested with the BIEs
for 2-D Stokes flow problems and interior domain pro-
blems, where additional difficulties arise in the solutions of
the boundary-value problems and in the BIE formulations.

Another existing issue is with the computing efficiencies
of the fast multipole method for 2-D problems. In the study
of the 2-D fast multipole BEM for elasticity problems, it is
recognized that the approach based on expansions of the
kernels in complex variables [5,7,18,20] is much more
efficient than approaches based on expansions of kernels in
real variables. This is because each term in a series of
complex variables is an analytic function, and its real and
imaginary parts are harmonic functions, which closely
resemble the behavior of the fundamental solution that is
harmonic in nature. Thus, faster convergence can be
achieved with fewer expansion terms in the fast multipole
BEM using the complex BIE formulations [5,7,18,20]. The
complex variable approach can be extended to develop a
fast multipole BEM for 2-D Stokes flow problems based on
the dual direct BIE formulation.
In this paper, a new fast multipole BEM approach is

presented for 2-D Stokes flow problems based on a direct
dual BIE formulation. First, the dual BIE formulation is
presented that involves the velocity and traction as the
boundary variables directly. The deficiencies of the CBIE
and HBIE under several special situations are discussed
and the remedy to all these difficulties using a linear
combination of the CBIE and HBIE is proposed. Then, the
fast multipole formulations for the CBIE and HBIE are
presented, with formulations for the CBIE extracted
directly from those for the 2-D elasticity case using
complex variables [18], while formulations for the HBIE
are derived by taking derivatives of the local expansions of
the CBIE using complex variables. All the moments and
related M2M, M2L and L2L translations for the HBIE
turn out to be identical to those for the CBIE and thus very
compact and efficient fast multipole BEM code can be
developed using this dual BIE formulation. Three examples
are presented and the numerical results clearly show the
effectiveness, accuracy and efficiency of the fast multipole
BEM based on the dual BIE formulation for analyzing
large-scale 2-D Stokes flow problems. Finally, discussions
are given on possible improvements of the developed fast
multipole BEM using the dual BIE formulation and its
extensions to other applications.

2. The dual BIE formulation

Consider the following boundary-value problem for a
steady-state Stokes flow problem in domain V (Fig. 1):

equilibrium : �p;i þ mui;jj ¼ 0; 8x 2 V , (1)

mass conservation : ui;i ¼ 0; 8x 2 V , (2)

boundary conditions : ui ¼ f i; 8x 2 Su and

ti ¼ gi; 8x 2 St, ð3Þ

where ui is the velocity, p the pressure, m the coefficient of
viscosity of the fluid, fi and gi the given values of velocity ui
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and traction ti on boundary Su and St (S ¼ Su[St),
respectively. The stress sij in the fluid is related to the
velocity field by

sij ¼ �pdij þ mðui;j þ uj ;iÞ; 8x 2 V (4)

and traction on S is given by ti ¼ sijnj with n being the
outward normal of the domain (Fig. 1).

The velocity integral representation and boundary integral

equation (CBIE) can be expressed collectively as (see, e.g.,
Refs. [1,2])

cijðxÞujðxÞ ¼

Z
S

Uijðx; yÞtjðyÞ � Tijðx; yÞujðyÞ
� �

dSðyÞ,

8x 2 V or S, ð5Þ

where cij ¼
1
2
dij when xAS that is smooth around x, and the

integral with the T kernel is a Cauchy principal-value
(CPV) integral. Eq. (5) is valid for both interior and
exterior problems (assuming velocity and traction fields
vanish at the infinity for the latter). When xAV, cij ¼ dij

and Eq. (5) is an integral representation of the velocity. The
two kernel functions Uij(x, y) and Tij(x, y) in Eq. (5) are
given by the following expressions for 2-D Stokes flow
problems:

Uijðx; yÞ ¼
1

4pm
dij log

1

r

� �
þ r;ir;j �

1

2
dij

� �
, (6)

Tijðx; yÞ ¼ �
1

pr
r;ir;jr;knkðyÞ, (7)

in which r ¼ r(x, y) is the distance between the source point
x and field point y (Fig. 1), and r,i ¼ qr/qyi. The constant
term �1

2
dij in expression (6), which does not affect the BIE

solution, is added for the convenience in the multipole
implementation [18].

The pressure field can be represented by the following
integral [1,2]:

pðxÞ ¼

Z
S

½G;jðx; yÞtjðyÞ � 2mF ;jðx; yÞujðyÞ�dSðyÞ,

8x 2 V , ð8Þ

in which,

Gðx; yÞ ¼
1

2p
log

1

r

� �
;F ðx; yÞ ¼

qGðx; yÞ

qnðyÞ

¼ �
1

2pr
r;knkðyÞ ð9Þ

are the fundamental solutions for 2-D potential problems.
From Eq. (8), one can find the pressure field p(x) in domain
V once the velocity and traction fields are known on
boundary S.

Taking the derivatives of Eq. (5) with xAV (cij ¼ dij) and
ni(x) being a vector at x, applying Eq. (4) with expressions
in (6) and (7), one has the following results:

sijðxÞnjðxÞ ¼ �pðxÞniðxÞ þ niðxÞ

�

Z
S

G;jðx; yÞtjðyÞ � 2mF ;jðx; yÞujðyÞ
� 	

dSðyÞ

þ

Z
S

½Kijðx; yÞtjðyÞ �Hijðx; yÞujðyÞ�dSðyÞ; 8x 2 V . ð10Þ

Noting Eq. (8) and letting x tend to S, one obtains the
following traction BIE (HBIE):

cijðxÞtjðxÞ ¼

Z
S

Kijðx; yÞtjðyÞ �Hijðx; yÞujðyÞ
� 	

dSðyÞ,

8x 2 S, ð11Þ

where cij ¼
1
2
dij assuming S is smooth around x, and

Kijðx; yÞ ¼
1

pr
r;ir;jr;knkðxÞ, (12)

Hijðx; yÞ ¼
m
pr2
½ðdijr;k þ djkr;i � 8r;ir;jr;kÞr;lnl

þ nir;jr;k þ nkr;ir;j þ diknj �nkðxÞ ð13Þ

with ni(x) being the normal at source point x (Fig. 1). In
traction BIE (11), the integral with the K kernel is a CPV
integral, while the one with the H kernel is a Hadamard
finite-part (HFP) hypersingular integral (see, e.g., Refs.
[28–30]). For exterior problems, it has been assumed that
the pressure field p(x) vanishes at infinity in the derivation
of BIE (11).
CBIE (5) and HBIE (11) with the four kernels Uij, Tij, Kij

and Hij can be obtained from those for 2-D elasticity
problems by simply setting the Poisson ratio to 0.5 in the
corresponding elasticity BIEs.
Some observations on CBIE (5) and HBIE (11) are in

order:
(a)
 For a Dirichlet problem where velocity is prescribed on
the entire boundary S, CBIE (5) is reduced toZ

S

Uijðx; yÞtjðyÞdSðyÞ ¼ biðxÞ; 8x 2 S, (14)

where bi is a known vector from the velocity field; while
HBIE (11) is reduced to

1
2
tiðxÞ ¼

Z
S

Kijðx; yÞtjðyÞdSðyÞ þ diðxÞ; 8x 2 S, (15)

where di is another known vector. Eq. (14), a Helmholtz
equation of the first kind, is ill-conditioned and not
suitable for iterative solvers, while Eq. (15), a Helmholtz
equation of the second kind, can yield a system of
equations with better conditioning [1,2,21,22].
(b)
 Any constant pressure field p(x) ¼ p0, with ui ¼ 0 and
ti ¼ �p0ni, is a solution of both Eq. (14) (for interior

and exterior problems) and Eq. (15) (for interior

problems only). That is, ti ¼ �p0ni are eigenfunctions
of both Eqs. (14) and (15), although corresponding to
different eigenvalues, and their solutions for the
traction field may not be unique [1,2,21,22].
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(c)
 HBIE has another ‘‘defect’’, that is, an arbitrary
constant can be added to the velocity field on a closed
contour without changing HBIE (11), due to the fact
thatZ

Sk

Hijðx; yÞdSðyÞ ¼ 0,

for any closed contour Sk [31]. This means that one has
either nonunique solutions of the velocity on the
contour if traction is prescribed, or inaccurate evalua-
tion of this contour integral if velocity is given, when
HBIE (11) is applied alone. This deficiency with the
HBIE and its remedies have been discussed in the
context of elasticity in Refs. [32,33].
A remedy to the above-mentioned defects or difficulties
is to use CBIE (5) and HBIE (11) together in the form of a
linear combination, which has been found to be very
effective for 3-D exterior Stokes flow problems in Refs.
[24–27], and for both 2-D/3-D interior and exterior
potential problems in Refs. [34,35].

In an operator or matrix form, CBIE (5) and HBIE (11)
can be written as

1
2
uþ Tu ¼ Ut and � 1

2
tþ Kt ¼ Hu,

respectively. A dual BIE formulation using a linear
combination of CBIE (5) and HBIE (11) can be written as

1
2
uþ Tu�Ut


 �
þ b �1

2
tþ Kt�Hu


 �
¼ 0, (16)

where b is the coupling constant. In this study, a positive b
(e.g., b ¼ 1) has been found to work quite well for all the
cases. More discussions on the selections of b can be found
in Refs. [34–39] for other cases. Dual BIE formulations
have been found to be very effective and efficient for
solving acoustic wave, elastic wave, potential and electro-
static problems [34–39]. Dual BIE formulations are
especially beneficial to the fast multipole BEM since they
provide better conditioning for the BEM systems of
equations and thus can facilitate faster convergence when
using the iterative solvers.

3. The fast multipole BEM using the dual BIE

The fast multipole algorithms for solving for 2-D
potential and elasticity problems have been described in
detail in Refs. [18,20]. As a similar case to 2-D elasticity,
the 2-D Stokes flow case can be handled using the same
algorithms as in 2-D elasticity. The only task is to derive
the required expansions, moments and translations. For
CBIE (5), the results are extracted from those already
available for the 2-D elasticity case given in Ref. [18]. For
HBIE (10), the results are derived and provided in this
section.

In Ref. [18], it is shown that the two integrals in
the CBIE for 2-D elasticity can be represented in com-
plex variables readily if the fundamental solution Uij(x, y)
and Tij(x, y) are written in complex forms using the results
in 2-D elasticity. By setting the Poisson ratio to 0.5 in
these results, we obtain the corresponding expressions
for 2-D Stokes flow problems. For example, the first
integral in CBIE (5) can be written in the following
complex form (cf., Eq. (10) in Ref. [18] for 2-D
elasticity):

Dtðz0Þ � ½D1ðxÞ þ iD2ðxÞ�t

�

Z
S

U1jðx; yÞtjðyÞdSðyÞ

� 

þ i

Z
S

U2jðx; yÞtjðyÞdSðyÞ

� 

¼
1

8pm

Z
S

Gðz0; zÞtðzÞ þ Gðz0; zÞtðzÞ
h

�ðz0 � zÞG0ðz0; zÞtðzÞ
i
dSðzÞ, ð17Þ

where i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

, ð Þ indicates the complex conjugate,
t ¼ t1+it2 the complex traction, z0( ¼ x1+ix2) and
z( ¼ y1+iy2) represent x and y, respectively, G(z0, z) ¼
�log(z0�z) the Green’s function (in complex form) for 2-D
potential problems [5,20], and G0(z0, z)�qG/qz0. The
integral in Eq. (17) can be used to evaluate readily the U

kernel integral in CBIE (5).
Similarly, the complex representation for the second

integral with the T kernel in CBIE (5) can be written as
follows (cf., Eq. (32) in Ref. [18] for 2-D elasticity):

Duðz0Þ � ½D1ðxÞ þ iD2ðxÞ�u �

Z
S

T1jðx; yÞujðyÞdSðyÞ

� 

þ i

Z
S

T2jðx; yÞujðyÞdSðyÞ

� 

¼ �
1

4p

Z
S

G0ðz0; zÞnðzÞuðzÞ
n

� ðz0 � zÞG00ðz0; zÞ nðzÞ uðzÞ

þG0ðz0; zÞ nðzÞuðzÞ þ nðzÞuðzÞ
� �o

dSðzÞ, ð18Þ

in which u ¼ u1+iu2 and n ¼ n1+in2 are the complex
velocity and normal, respectively.
Applying the relation between the traction and velocity

in complex notation, we can show that the first integral
with the K kernel in HBIE (11) can be written in the
following complex form:

Ftðz0Þ � ½F1ðxÞ þ iF 2ðxÞ�t �

Z
S

K1jðx; yÞtjðyÞdSðyÞ

� 

þ i

Z
S

K2jðx; yÞtjðyÞdSðyÞ

� 

¼
1

4p

Z
S

G0ðz0; zÞtðzÞ þ G0ðz0; zÞtðzÞ
h i

nðz0Þ
n

þ G0ðz0; zÞtðzÞ � ðz0 � zÞ
h

�G00ðz0; zÞtðzÞ
i
nðz0Þ

o
dSðzÞ. ð19Þ
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Similarly, the second integral with the H kernel in HBIE
(11) can be written as

Fuðz0Þ � ½F1ðxÞ þ iF 2ðxÞ�u

�

Z
S

H1jðx; yÞujðyÞdSðyÞ

� 

þ i

Z
S

H2jðx; yÞujðyÞdSðyÞ

� 

¼ �
m
2p

Z
S

G00ðz0; zÞnðzÞuðzÞ
hn

þG00ðz0; zÞ nðzÞ uðzÞ
i
nðz0Þ

þ G00ðz0; zÞ nðzÞ uðzÞ þ nðzÞuðzÞ

 �h

�ðz0 � zÞG000ðz0; zÞ nðzÞ uðzÞ
i
nðz0Þ

o
dSðzÞ. ð20Þ

It is straightforward to show that expressions (19) and
(20) yield the first and second integrals in HBIE (11),
respectively, by simply extracting the real and imaginary
parts of the right-hand sides of Eqs. (19) and (20).

In the following, we first present the multipole expansions,
local expansions and their translations related to Eqs. (17)
and (18) in the fast multipole BEM for CBIE (5). Then we
discuss the same related to Eqs. (19) and (20) for HBIE (11).

3.1. Multipole expansion (moments) for the U kernel

integral

Assuming zc is a point close to the integration point z

(Fig. 2), that is, jz�zcj5jz0�zcj, we have [18]

Gðz0; zÞ ¼
X1
k¼0

Okðz0 � zcÞIkðz� zcÞ. (21)

where the two auxiliary functions are defined by

IkðzÞ ¼
zk

k!
; for kX0, (22)

O0ðzÞ ¼ � logðzÞ andOkðzÞ ¼
ðk � 1Þ!

zk
; for kX1.

(23)
1

2

r

S0

Z0

Z

n

ZLZL'

Zc'

Zc

0

Fig. 2. Complex notation and the related points for fast multipole

expansions.
Substituting (21) in (17), we obtain the following multipole

expansion for Dt(z0) (cf., Eq. (24) in Ref. [18] for 2-D elasticity):

Dtðz0Þ ¼
1

8pm

X1
k¼0

Okðz0 � zcÞMkðzcÞ

"

þ z0
X1
k¼0

Okþ1ðz0 � zcÞMkðzcÞ

þ
X1
k¼0

Okðz0 � zcÞNkðzcÞ

#
, ð24Þ

where the first set of moments about zc are [18]:

MkðzcÞ ¼

Z
S0

Ikðz� zcÞtðzÞdSðzÞ; for kX0 (25)

with S0 being a subset of S that is far away from the source
point, and the second set of moments are [18]:

N0 ¼
R

S0
tðzÞdSðzÞ;

NkðzcÞ ¼
R

S0
Ikðz� zcÞtðzÞ � Ik�1ðz� zcÞztðzÞ
� �

dSðzÞ;

for kX1:

8>><
>>:

(26)

3.2. Moment-to-moment (M2M) translation

If point zc is moved to a new location zc0 (Fig. 2), we have
[18]

Mkðzc0 Þ ¼
Xk

l¼0

Ik�lðzc � zc0 ÞMlðzcÞ; for kX0. (27)

Similarly,

Nkðzc0 Þ ¼
Xk

l¼0

Ik�lðzc � zc0 ÞNlðzcÞ; for kX0. (28)

These are the M2M translations for the moments when zc

is moved to zc0. Note that these translation coefficients are
symmetrical for the two sets of moments (Ik�l and
conjugate of Ik�l) and coefficients Ik�l are exactly the same
as used in the 2-D potential case [5,20].

3.3. Local expansion and moment-to-local (M2L)

translation

If zL is a point close to point z0 (Fig. 2), that is,
jz0�zLj5jzc�zLj. Expanding Dt(z0) in (24) about z0 ¼ zL

using Taylor series expansion, we have the following local

expansion (cf., Eq. (27) in Ref. [18]):

Dtðz0Þ ¼
1

8pm

X1
l¼0

LlðzLÞI lðz0 � zLÞ

"

� z0
X1
l¼1

LlðzLÞI l�1ðz0 � zLÞ

þ
X1
l¼0

KlðzLÞI lðz0 � zLÞ

#
, ð29Þ
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where the coefficients are given by the following M2L

translations [18]:

LlðzLÞ ¼ ð�1Þ
l
X1
k¼0

OlþkðzL � zcÞMkðzcÞ; for lX0, (30)

KlðzLÞ ¼ ð�1Þ
l
X1
k¼0

OlþkðzL � zcÞNkðzcÞ; for lX0. (31)

3.4. Local-to-local (L2L) translation

If the point for the local expansion is moved from zL to
zL0 (Fig. 2), the new local expansion coefficients are given
by the following L2L translations [18]:

LlðzL0 Þ ¼
X1
m¼l

Im�lðzL0 � zLÞLmðzLÞ; for lX0, (32)

KlðzL0 Þ ¼
X1
m¼l

Im�lðzL0 � zLÞKmðzLÞ; for lX0. (33)

3.5. Expansions for the T kernel integral

Through a similar procedure as used for the U

kernel integrals in (17), the multipole expansion of (18)
can be written as (cf., Eq. (33) in Ref. [18] for 2-D
elasticity):

Duðz0Þ ¼
1

4p

X1
k¼1

Okðz0 � zcÞ ~MkðzcÞ

"

þ z0
X1
k¼1

Okþ1ðz0 � zcÞ ~MkðzcÞ

þ
X1
k¼1

Okðz0 � zcÞ ~NkðzcÞ

#
, ð34Þ

where the two sets of moments are:

~MkðzcÞ ¼

Z
S0

Ik�1ðz� zcÞnðzÞuðzÞdSðzÞ; for kX1; (35)

~N1 ¼
R

S0
nðzÞuðzÞ þ nðzÞuðzÞ
� �

dSðzÞ;

~NkðzcÞ ¼
R

S0
Ik�1ðz� zcÞ nðzÞuðzÞ þ nðzÞuðzÞ

� ��
�Ik�2ðz� zcÞznðzÞuðzÞ

�
dSðzÞ; for kX2:

8>>><
>>>:

(36)

These moments are similar to those for the U kernel
integrals. It can be shown that the M2M, M2L and L2L
translations remain the same for the T kernel integrals,
except for the fact that ~M0 ¼ ~N0 ¼ 0. In fact, the moments
Mk and ~Mk will be combined, as well as moments Nk and
~Nk, so that only two sets of moments are involved in the
M2M and M2L translations. The local expansion for
Du(z0) is

Duðz0Þ ¼
1

4p

X1
l¼0

LlðzLÞI lðz0 � zLÞ

"

� z0
X1
l¼1

LlðzLÞI l�1ðz0 � zLÞ

þ
X1
l¼0

KlðzLÞI lðz0 � zLÞ

#
, ð37Þ

where the coefficients Ll(zL) and Kl(zL) are given by
Eqs. (30) and (31) with Mk being replaced by ~Mk, and
Nk by ~Nk, respectively.

3.6. Expansions for the HBIE

To derive the multipole expansions and local expansions
for HBIE (11), specifically, for its two integrals in complex
forms (19) and (20), one can simply take the derivatives of
the local expansions for the two integrals in CBIE, that is,
Eqs. (29) and (37), respectively, and then invoke the
constitutive relation, that is, Eq. (4) written in the complex
form. The result of the local expansion for the first integral
Ft(z0) in (19) for the HBIE is

Ftðz0Þ ¼
1

4p

X1
l¼0

Llþ1ðzLÞI lðz0 � zLÞ

"(

þ
X1
l¼0

Llþ1ðzLÞI lðz0 � zLÞ

#
nðz0Þ

þ �z0
X1
l¼1

Llþ1ðzLÞI l�1ðz0 � zLÞ

"

þ
X1
l¼0

Klþ1ðzLÞI lðz0 � zLÞ

#
nðz0Þ

)
, ð38Þ

in which, the expansion coefficients Ll(zL) and Kl(zL) are
given by the same M2L translations in (30) and (31),
respectively. That is, the same sets of moments Mk and Nk

used for Dt(z0) are used for Ft(z0) directly.
Similarly, it can be shown that the local expansion for

the second integral Fu(z0) in (20) for the HBIE is

Fuðz0Þ ¼
m
2p

X1
l¼0

Llþ1ðzLÞI lðz0 � zLÞ

"(

þ
X1
l¼0

Llþ1ðzLÞI lðz0 � zLÞ

#
nðz0Þ

þ �z0
X1
l¼1

Llþ1ðzLÞI l�1ðz0 � zLÞ

"

þ
X1
l¼0

Klþ1ðzLÞI lðz0 � zLÞ

#
nðz0Þ

)
, ð39Þ

in which Ll(zL) and Kl(zL) are given by Eqs. (30) and (31)
with Mk being replaced by ~Mk, and Nk by ~Nk, respectively.
Again, the same sets of moments ~Mk and ~Nk used for
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Fig. 3. A rotating cylinder in an infinite fluid.

Table 1

Traction ty at (a, 0) and numbers of iterations used in fast multipole BEM

DOFs ty (�mOa) Number of iterations

CBIE CHBIE CBIE CHBIE

80 1.9999 1.9891 16 7

160 2.0003 1.9936 18 7

320 2.0054 1.9965 13 7

640 2.0028 1.9981 13 4

1280 2.0011 1.9990 14 4

2560 2.0005 1.9995 16 4

5120 1.9997 1.9998 21 4

10,240 1.9997 1.9999 28 4

20,480 2.0007 1.9999 32 4

Exact solution 2.0000
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Du(z0) are used for Fu(z0), and all the M2M, M2L and L2L
translations for the HBIE remain the same as used for the
CBIE.

The details of the fast multipole algorithms for solving
2-D Stokes problems are similar to the ones for 2-D
potential and elasticity problems, which have been
described in details in Refs. [18,20]. Pre-conditioners for
the fast multipole BEM are crucial for its convergence and
computing efficiency. In this study, the block diagonal
preconditioner is employed, which is formed on each leaf
using direct evaluations of the kernels on the elements
within that leaf. When the problem size is large, the
estimated cost of the entire process is O(N) with N being
the number of equations, if the number of terms in the
multipole expansions and the number of elements in a leaf
are kept constant (see Ref. [19] for an estimate).

In this study, we employ constant boundary elements
(straight line segment with one node) to discretize the BIEs.
All the moments are evaluated analytically, as well as
the integrations of the kernels in the near-field direct
evaluations.

4. Numerical examples

We present three numerical examples to demonstrate the
accuracy and efficiency of the new fast multipole BEM for
2-D Stokes flow problems using the dual BIE formulation.
All the computations are done on a Pentium IV laptop PC
with a 2.4GHz CPU and 1GB RAM. In all the examples,
the number of terms for both multipole and local
expansions are set to 20, the maximum number of elements
in a leaf to 100, and the coupling constant b ¼ 1 for the
dual BIE (CHBIE) formulation.

4.1. Flow due to the rotation of a circular cylinder

The flow in an infinite 2-D medium due to a rotating
circular cylinder is considered first (Fig. 3). The radius of
the cylinder is a and the angular velocity is O. Solution of
this problem exists [40], that is, in the polar coordinate
system, we have

urðr; yÞ ¼ 0; uyðr; yÞ ¼ Oa2=r and sryðr; yÞ ¼ �2mOa3=r2

(40)

which can be used to verify the BEM solutions. The
velocity is specified on the boundary using the above results
and the tractions are sought using the BEM. For the fast
multipole BEM solutions, the tolerance for convergence is
set to 10�6.

Table 1 shows the results of the tractions at the
boundary computed by the fast multipole BEM using
both the CBIE and CHBIE formulations (HBIE cannot
provide solutions in this case due to defect (c) mentioned
in Section 2). Although both BIE formulations give results
of comparable accuracies, the CHBIE converges much
faster than the CBIE, as indicated by the number of
iterations used, which are also listed in Table 1. Fig. 4
is a plot of the traction components on the boundary of
the cylinder with 40 elements and using CHBIE. Fig. 5
shows the velocity computed at points inside the fluid
domain using Eq. (5) with the same mesh and the CHBIE.
Both results demonstrate that the fast multipole BEM
results are quite accurate with only 40 constant elements.
The CPU times used for the fast multipole BEM based

on the CBIE and CHBIE approaches are plotted in Fig. 6,
which shows significant advantage of the CHBIE formula-
tion than the CBIE formulation. For example, for the
model with 10,240 elements (DOFs ¼ 20,480), the fast
multipole BEM with CHBIE used about 17 s of CPU time,
while the BEM with the CBIE used about 92 s, which is
about four times slower. High condition numbers are
observed for the CBIE and very low condition numbers for
the CHBIE with a direct solver, which is consistent with the
solution efficiency with the iterative solver.

4.2. Shear flow between two parallel plates

The flow between two parallel plates (Fig. 7) is studied
next using the CBIE, HBIE and CHBIE formulations. The
top plate is moving with a constant speed v0 in the
x-direction and no slip condition is assumed between
the plates and fluid. The analytical solution for this
problem is

uxðx; yÞ ¼ v0y=h; uy ¼ 0 and sx ¼ sy ¼ 0; sxy ¼ mv0=h.

(41)
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The purpose of this study is to investigate the behaviors
of the BEM solutions as the ratio h/L approaches zero, that
is, when the fluid domain becomes a narrow channel. The
narrow spaces between two fingers of an MEMS comb-
drive device closely resemble the configuration studied in
this example with small ratios of h/L.

Mixed boundary conditions are used in this example so
that all three BIE formulations, that is, CBIE (5), HBIE
(11) and the CHBIE (16), can be tested. For the lower
boundary, zero velocities are specified, while for the upper
boundary, velocities are given as ux ¼ v0 and uy ¼ 0. For
the two vertical boundaries, tractions are given as tx ¼ 0,
ty ¼ mv0/h at x ¼ L; and tx ¼ 0, ty ¼ �mv0/h at x ¼ 0. The
tolerance for convergence in the fast multipole BEM is also
set to 10�6 in this case.
Table 2 shows the dimensions, BEM discretizations,

computed tractions at the mid-point of the lower bound-
ary, and numbers of iterations used in the fast multipole
BEM solutions with the three BIE formulations. It is
observed that as the ratio of h/L becomes smaller, more
iterations are needed for the CBIE formulation, while
about the same numbers of iterations are needed for the
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HBIE and CHBIE formulations. These results indicate the
poor conditioning of the CBIE formulation, while good
and improved conditionings of the HBIE and CHBIE
formulations, respectively. Most interesting is the fact that
even at h/L ¼ 10�6, all three BIE formulations can still
provide reasonably good results of the tractions. The
results by the HBIE and CHBIE are slightly less accurate
than those by the CBIE at small h/L, which may be caused
by the extremely small elements on the two small vertical
edges. Recall that for 2-D problems, the finite-part of the
hypersingular integral is proportional to 1/R with R being
the element length here. If R is very small, as is tested in
this case, 1/R can be very large and cause numerical errors
in the BEM systems of equations. In fact, the BEM code
fails when the ratio h/L is smaller than 10�6 for this
example, due to the existence of the hypersingular kernel
H. This is different from the results reported in Ref. [34] for
electrostatic MEMS problems, where the ratio h/L of a
beam can reach 10�16 for the dual BIE formulation that
does not have the hypersingular kernel.

This example demonstrates that the dual BIE formula-
tion can facilitate fast convergence for the fast multipole
BEM even when the domain of consideration is extremely
thin. This is consistent with the conclusions with the dual
BIE approach for fast multipole BEM in the context of
electrostatic analysis of MEMS models [34,35].

4.3. Flow through a channel with many cylinders

We next tackle interior Dirichlet problem, that is, Stokes
flows through a channel placed with one or multiple
cylinders. The dimensions of the channel are shown in
Fig. 8. At the inlet of the channel (x ¼ 0), the flow has a
parabolic velocity profile:

uxð0; yÞ ¼ 4v0ð1� y=hÞy=h and uyð0; yÞ ¼ 0, (42)

where v0 is the maximum value of the velocity. At the outlet
of the channel (x ¼ L), the same velocity profile is assumed
(Fig. 8), that is, the flow is assumed to have recovered from
the disturbances by the cylinder(s) placed in the middle
section of the channel. On the upper and lower boundaries
and all cylinder boundaries, no slip boundary conditions
are assumed. For this test, the tolerance for convergence
for the GMRES solver is set to 10�5.
First, the case with one circular cylinder placed in the

center of the channel is studied, with L ¼ 2h and a ¼ 0.1h.
Fig. 9 shows the velocity vector plot within the fluid
obtained by using the CHBIE. There are about 800 points
distributed evenly inside the domain where the velocity is
evaluated using integral representation in Eq. (5) after the
tractions are obtained from the BEM solutions. Table 3
shows the total fluid force applied on the cylinder and
evaluated by integrating the obtained traction field on the
boundary of the cylinder (assuming a unit depth). There
are 600 elements on the outer boundary and the number of
elements on the cylinder increases. Both CBIE and CHBIE
are used and the results for the total force on the cylinder
are very stable with the CBIE, while those with the CHBIE
increase slowly to reach a stable value. The errors with the
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Table 2

Comparison of the three BIE formulations for the shear flow problem

h/L Number of

elements on

edges L and h

Traction tx (�mv0/h) at (L/2, 0) Number of iterations

CBIE HBIE CHBIE CBIE HBIE CHBIE

1.0E+00 100/100 �0.99980 �1.00135 �0.99961 15 17 16

1.0E�01 100/20 �0.99998 �1.00264 �1.00185 25 21 21

1.0E�02 100/10 �1.00000 �1.00027 �1.00021 73 68 69

1.0E�03 100/5 �1.00000 �0.99985 �0.99988 142 67 67

1.0E�04 100/3 �1.00000 �0.99931 �0.99935 185 65 94

1.0E�05 100/2 �0.99998 �0.99943 �0.99514 227 49 70

1.0E�06 100/1 �0.99979 �0.99322 �0.98546 298 40 54

Exact solution �1.00000

x

y

L

h

2a

v0 v02b

Fig. 8. Channel flow around a cylinder.
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CHBIE may be due to the finite-part integrals in the HBIE
on curved boundaries computed with constant elements
which can introduce numerical errors (see also Ref. [35] for
3-D potential case). It is also observed that the condition
numbers of the CBIE and CHBIE equations for this
interior problem are high, although the fast multipole
BEM can solve the problem using both BIEs. As shown in
Table 3, the number of iterations with the CBIE increases
as the model size increases, while numbers of iterations
with the CHBIE are almost constant and only about one
half to one quarter of those for the CBIE.

Next, the models with multiple elliptic cylinders placed
in the middle section of a channel with L ¼ 3h are studied.
These models are motivated by the examples presented by
Greengard et al. in Ref. [7], with different geometries,
boundary conditions and numbers of elements. Fig. 10(a)
shows the velocity plot for a 5� 5 array of elliptic cylinders
with a uniform distribution, while Fig. 10(b) shows the
velocity field with a random distribution, both using
CHBIE with 16,600 DOFs. For the uniform distribution,
59 iterations are used (381 s CPU time), while for the
random distribution, 82 iterations are used (491 s CPU
time). It is observed that when more cylinders are placed in
the same space or when cylinders are distributed randomly,
the iteration numbers for the BEM solutions will increase,
due to the intensified interactions between the cylinders as
discussed in Ref. [22]. Fig. 10(c) shows a larger model with
13� 13 elliptic cylinders packed evenly in the middle
section of the channel. The model has 103,000 DOFs and
both CBIE and CHBIE are applied. The numbers of
iterations increase dramatically for this large model. CBIE
used 248 iterations (9130 s CPU time), while CHBIE used
168 iterations (6631 s CPU time). Again, the advantage of
the CHBIE formulation with the fast multipole BEM is
evident.

5. Discussions

A new fast multipole BEM for solving large-scale 2-D
Stokes flow problems is presented in this paper based on a
dual direct BIE formulation. The dual BIE approach, using
a linear combination of the CBIE and HBIE, can
significantly improve the conditioning of the BEM systems
of equations and thus can facilitate faster convergence
when the fast multipole BEM is applied. The dual BIE also
provides better conditioning for analyzing problems with
narrow domains or thin features. The fast multipole
formulations are presented for both CBIE and HBIE for
the 2-D Stokes flow problems. These fast multipole
formulations are based on the complex variable approach
that yields very compact results. For the HBIE, local
expansions can be obtained by directly taking derivatives
of the local expansions for the CBIE using the complex
notation. Thus the same moments and all M2M, M2L and
L2L translations as used for the CBIE can be applied for
the HBIE. Three numerical examples are presented that
clearly demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the
developed fast multipole BEM with the dual BIE formula-
tion for solving large-scale 2-D Stokes flow problems.
The due BIE formulation proposed in this paper may be

improved by the techniques used in Refs. [1,2,21,22] to
form complete indirect BIE formulations in order to obtain
equations with better conditioning. The fast multipole
BEM developed in this paper can also be applied readily to
other indirect BIE formulations [21,22]. To improve the
accuracy and efficiency of the fast multipole BEM for
solving large-scale models, constant elements can be
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Fig. 9. Vector plot of the velocity field for one circular cylinder with a ¼ 0.1h and L ¼ 2h.

Fig. 10. Various BEM models of the channel with many elliptic cylinders (L ¼ 3h).

Table 3

Computed force F on the cylinder with CBIE and CHBIE

Number of

elements on

cylinder

Total DOFs Force F (�mv0) No. of iterations CPU time (s)

CBIE CHBIE CBIE CHBIE CBIE CHBIE

320 1840 16.21 15.38 23 12 9.8 5.7

640 2480 16.21 15.76 26 12 16.2 8.5

1280 3760 16.21 15.96 28 9 30.8 12.0

2560 6320 16.21 16.06 28 9 68.8 26.2

5120 11,440 16.21 16.11 33 9 137.8 45.2

10,240 21,680 16.21 16.14 37 9 277.1 82.1
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replaced with higher-order elements (such as linear and
quadratic elements). This will be especially beneficial to the
HBIE since the finite-part integrals can be evaluated more
accurately on curved boundaries with higher-order ele-
ments than with the constant elements as used in this study.
Parallel computing with the fast multipole BEM [21,22,41]
can also be employed to further improve the computational
efficiencies. Field evaluations inside the domain, for which
direct evaluation is used in this study, can be performed
with the fast multipole BEM as well [10].

The developed dual BIE approach together with the
efficient fast multipole BEM can be extended to study other
2-D as well as 3-D Stokes flow problems, such as
calculating the damping forces in MEMS [24–27,42],
problems with slip boundary conditions or Stokes flows
interacting with deformable bodies [40,43,44]. Quasi-
dynamic analysis of particles in Stokes flows is also
possible using the developed fast multipole solver for fast
evaluation of the solution in each time step [22]. Combin-
ing the Stokes fast multipole BEM code with the one for
elasticity problems to study coupled fluid–structure inter-
action problems is also possible and will be an interesting
research topic for applications in analyzing MEMS devices
and biological systems.
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